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Scenario 3 shows high scattering when the aggregation period is 5

minutes. In higher aggregation period, a low-scatter p-MFD can be

seen with anti-hysteresis loop occurring in higher average density.

Ride-pooling vehicles are constantly repositioning to pick up

passengers, leading to collisions between vehicles. When queue

gets cleared, passenger production increases and average density

reduces, as a result an anti-clockwise hysteresis loop form on the

p-MFD shape.

Comprehensively, p-MFD for the scenarios with ride-pooling taxis

shows well defined and low scatter p-MFD curves. Moreover, ride-

pooling p-MFDs have higher passenger production and higher jam

density. By comparing between ride-hailing and ride-pooling p-

MFDs, it is proven that the mode choice of the passengers affects

the shape of the p-MFDs.

The effects of ride-pooling on network capacities: A microscopic simulation 

approach

In this thesis, p-MFDs for different scenarios with varying mode ratio

are simulated for an artificial and real-world network to analyze and

compute the optimal flow state of these networks. The simulations

were generated in the microscopic simulation environment of SUMO

and the outputs were analyzed using python scripts to find the

relationship between multi-modal vehicle accumulation and

passenger production. The simulated results show that network with

vehicles which reroute according to the congestion occurrences has

more capacity compared to the network without rerouted vehicles,

which means adaptive driving behavior increase network capacities.

p-MFD for scenario 1 shows that maximum passenger production is

significantly higher between ride-hailing and ride-pooling taxis for

grid network, proving that for grid network ride-pooling services

increase network capacity. Although similar observation can be seen

in the real-world network, the difference isn’t significant. Scenario 2

with real-world ride-hailing services shows higher network capacity

compare to the ride-pooling services, however at lower

accumulation ride-pooling services have better serviceability.

The network capacity of large urban networks is rapidly being

consumed by the increasing number of private vehicles. Although,

different novel mobility services are trying to serve increasing

passenger demand, however, it is difficult to measure the impacts of

these mobility services on the network capacity by the existing traffic

management tools. Passenger Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram

(p-MFD) allows transport management authorities to assess optimal

passenger demand allocation by relating total accumulation of the

private vehicles and ride-pooling or ride-hailing taxis to the total

passenger production of the network. Main goal of this thesis study

is to analyze how network capacity changes due to adaptive driving

behavior and to find out the impact of ride-pooling vehicles on the

network capacities using microscopic simulation environment of

SUMO.

Tab 2: Grid and real network maximum p-MFD values for different scenarios.


